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In this book, Hoyk and Hersey describe 45 "unethical traps" into which any one of us can fall.

These traps, they say, can erupt in any organizational environment. Some of these traps distort

our perception of right and wrong—so we actually believe our unethical behavior is right. Many

of them are psychological in nature, and if we are not aware of them they are like illusions—

webs of deception. In the authors' analysis, these traps significantly contributed to the large-

scale corporate disasters we witnessed in recent years.Hoyk and Hersey take account of these

realities and offer a "real-world" method that will predict, preclude, and, if necessary, "get us

out of" these traps. Given the increased scrutiny under which all executives and mangers

operate today, this book is a 'must read' for anyone who is charged with achieving an

organization's mission—whether that mission is increasing profit, serving the common good, or

both.

"This timeless and important book is a must read for leaders at every level in the organization.

Whether you are a seasoned CEO or just starting out in business, this book will provide a

roadmap for navigating the minefields of psychological self-deception and illusions that can

trap good people, even those with strong ethical values, into moving towards disaster. Buy this

book. Read it. Apply its concepts, models and theories to your own situation. Give it to your

children. It's that important!" -- Stephen LaCivita, Associate Dean of Executive Education  � The

University of Chicago Graduate School of Business"If money is your only goal and that end

justifies your means, dont buy this book. If personal character, ethical choices and self respect

are integral aspects of your understanding of success, buy it. Dr. Hoyk and Dr. Hersey have

gathered accessible wisdom to help you untangle the ethical knots of your job. They write to

guide, encourage and help you in your choice to be true to the highest you know and aspire

to." -- Reverend Dr. H. William Gregory, Osher Lifelong Learning Institute  � University of

Southern Maine"Drs Hoyk and Hersey have provided highly practical ways of achieving

sustainable profitability through building a solid ethical foundation for your business. You will

find their suggestions will create a climate of cooperation and mutual trust that will make every

employee in your firm willing to achieve their very best." -- Dewey E. Johnson, Professor

Emeritus, Craig School of Business, California State University  � Fresno"Examining the

headline-making moral lapses at Enron, Tyco International, Adelphia, World Com and other

less-than-ethical business locales in the light of numerous psychological experiments, clinical

psychologist Hoyk and professor Hersey illustrate in 45 breezy but beneficial lessons how we

all face and fall victim to "day-to-day ethical traps. ...As the authors note, "[g]ood intentions are

not enough," and this guide provides a useful, easy-to-read antidote for our unwitting

corruptibility." -- Publishers Weekly"I found this book to be refreshing. Rather than the

academic posturing of ethical theory or the typical pabulum of business ethics rules, it

approaches the potentials of unethical conduct in a concise, practical way. Readers will

recognize many of the traps, but the book will both sensitize the reader to the traps and provide

approaches that will keep them from getting caught in the traps. I recommend the book to all

businesspeople." -- John Stinson, Professor emeritus and former Dean, College of Business  �

Ohio University"The Ethical Executive is a must read for everyone. This book is clearly not just

for managers or leaders, but should be read by all so as to avoid the traps that are pointed out

in the text. The Ethical Executive can give individuals the experience of coping with ethical



dilemmas before they arise. The book is clear and practical, and hence a quick read. It will

save readers a lot of grief they could face in the future by knowing how to avoid ethical traps."

 �Randolph A. Pohlman, Ph.D., Dean, H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and

Entrepreneurship, Nova Southeastern University"If you rate yourself as more ethical than your

colleagues, are you more likely than they are to act ethically in a real-world situation? To find

the answer to this and many other interesting facts about ethical behavior, read this book. It is a

delightful compendium of those impulses that lead perfectly good people to choose seemingly

safe paths of no return �and a guide to avoiding the first steps on a potentially disastrous

journey." -- Leslie S. Greenberg, Professor, Department of Psychology  � York University"This

book will not teach you how to be ethical, it will educate you to recognize the day-to-day ethical

traps that we all face, analyze them and give the practical, usable information you need to

respond in a way that supports good intention, fair decisions and abundant wealth. Whether

you're a CEO, a lay person, an executive or a manager, knowledge of the traps described in

this book will give you chance after chance to make substantial deposits in your self-esteem

bank account." -- From the Preface by Anthony Parinello  � Author, Think & Sell Like A CEO --

This text refers to the hardcover edition.From Publishers WeeklyExamining the headline-

making moral lapses at Enron, Tyco International, Adelphia, World Com and other less-than-

ethical business locales in the light of numerous psychological experiments, clinical

psychologist Hoyk and professor Hersey illustrate in 45 breezy but beneficial lessons how we

all face and fall victim to "day-to-day ethical traps." Divided into three types, the first batch are

"Primary Traps" that can "provoke us or trick us into illegal or unethical transgressions"; trap

number one, "obedience to authority," is illustrated by the WorldCom controller who obeyed his

CFO's order to hide $800 million in expenses, and Stanley Milgram's famous 1960 experiment

in which student volunteers were told to administer seemingly dangerous electrical shocks to

others. Next are "Defensive Traps," which allow us to "sidestep our guilt and shame," like

"contempt for the victim" (Salomon Brothers traders treating customers like moving targets)

and "self serving bias" (Ford and Firestone blaming each other for tire safety issues). Third is

"Personality Traps," the ways we increase our vulnerability: "low self esteem," "need for

closure," too much or too little empathy. As the authors note, "good intentions are not enough,"

and this guide provides a useful, easy-to-read antidote for our unwitting corruptibility.Copyright

© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text

refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorRobert Hoyk is a Clinical Psychologist and has

conducted research in several institutions. He has taught communication skills to executives,

physicians, and couples. Paul Hersey is Distinguished Professor of Leadership Studies at Nova

Southeastern University. He co-authored, with Ken Blanchard, Management of Organizational

Behavior (Prentice Hall). --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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path of writing.FOREWORDYOU ARE ONE OF THE LUCKY ONES—you picked up this book!

The favor you can do for yourself is to run to the checkout stand (or click and point on-screen),

invest your hard-earned money, and buy it. Here’s why:On each and every page you’ll find out

why we all from time to time have acted in unethical ways. Perhaps knowingly, perhaps not. At



the end of the day, it all boils down to how acting unethically ultimately effects or infects our self-

esteem and self-worth.ON THE WAY TO SCHOOL, Erin’s cell phone rang (go figure). Her best

friend had just broken up with her boyfriend, and she asked Erin to skip the first class of the

day to comfort her. Reluctantly, Erin agreed, and they met at the local coffee house. Erin, a 4.0

GPA student and senior class president, was promptly busted, which led to a three-day

suspension and a request from the school principal to step down from the position of class

president because of her unethical behavior. On top of that, her parents pulled her cell phone

for four weeks and grounded her for the same period of time (four weeks is like a lifetime to a

teenager).AN ETHICAL TRAP OF SORTSWhat happened to Erin on her way to school

happens to each and every one of us each and every day—we find ourselves in a trap of sorts.

What really matters is how we respond to traps, a response that will make either deposits or

withdrawals in our self-esteem bank account and either honor ethics or put them at risk. And as

with a wellrun, fiscally responsible business, operating in the black versus in the red make the

difference in future wealth, stability, growth, reputation, success, and happiness.Erin’s

response to her girlfriend’s request created a withdrawal—a consequence. Erin’s response to

that consequence has the power to create either yet another withdrawal or a deposit. Yep,

another “trap” has presented itself!Let’s say Erin responds with, “How unfair! What a bust!

What an over-reaction! Suspension! Forfeit my presidency . . . after all my hard-work

campaigning? And what gives with my parents? Four weeks without a phone! My friends will

forget I exist!” And as Erin begins to rebel and fails to see her part in what she created, she

has just encountered another ethical trap (there are forty-five, to be exact, which you’ll be

learning all about in the chapters that follow).This book will not teach you how to be ethical.

Instead, and more important, it will educate you to recognize the day-to-day ethical traps that

we all face, analyze them, and give the practical, usable information you need to respond in a

way that supports good intention, fair decisions, and abundant wealth. Whether you’re a CEO,

a layperson, an executive, or a manager, knowledge of the traps described in this book will give

you chance after chance to make substantial deposits in your self-esteem bank account.Oh,

one more thought: after you read this book, give it to the people you love the most and have

them read it. You’ll be glad you did.Anthony Parinello,author of Think & Sell Like a

CEOTRAPPED!IN THE WINTER OF 2001, Enron, the seventh largest company in the Fortune

500, went bankrupt. It was the second largest bankruptcy in the history of the United States.

The Justice Department began an investigation after Enron admitted to fraudulent accounting

that had overstated its income by $586 million. With the meltdown of the company, the loss to

investors exceeded $60 billion.1In the spring of 2002, Adelphia Communications, one of the

largest cable companies in America, filed bankruptcy after restating its profits. The founder of

the company, John Rigas, and his three sons had already been indicted. It was alleged that the

Rigas family had used assets of their company as collateral to acquire personal loans of $3.1

billion.2 Recently, John Rigas was sentenced to fifteen years in prison, and his son Timothy

Rigas was sentenced to twenty years in prison. They were convicted on charges of looting

company funds to the tune of $2.3 billion.3In the summer of 2002, the CEO of Tyco

International, Dennis Kozlowski, was indicted for evading sales tax totaling $1 million. After

continued investigations by the district attorney, Kozlowski and two other executives were

accused of siphoning off $600 million of company money into their own pockets.4Both

Kozlowski and Mark Swartz, CFO of Tyco, received prison sentences of eight to twenty-five

years for looting $150 million in company funds.5Without a doubt, the executives involved in

these scandals had to be evil! They must have been psychopaths, leaders who would stop at

nothing, leaders with criminal minds.Perhaps in a few instances leaders who were responsible



for scandals such as these were psychopaths. Robert Hare, who developed the Psychopathy

Checklist, an instrument used by psychologists to diagnose psychopaths, estimates that 1

percent of people in business could be classified as being psychopathic.6Yet the truth can

often be disconcerting. Far more likely, these leaders are no different than you or us.

“Impossible!” you say. “I could never scam shareholders out of $60 billion!”It’s much more tidy

and reassuring to blame one or two “evil” people. Myths of good and evil permeate our culture

—there are the good guys and the bad guys.One concept that Sigmund Freud pioneered and

got right is that our behavior is multi-determined. There are multiple causes for our actions. The

way we act is the result of a complex weave of situational factors, history, and personality. With

the advent of social psychology, which is the behavior of individuals in groups, we have learned

that the influence of the situation often overpowers the influence of personality. Even if we have

good ethical values to begin with, given certain situational pressures, every one of us can

become unethical.From the ages of ten to eighteen the primary author of this book, Robert

Hoyk, had one passion—magic. He performed for birthday parties, community functions,

schools, colleges—he even performed one time at the Magic Castle, a private club for

magicians in Hollywood.Imagine that you’re watching one of his favorite close-up tricks. Hoyk

borrows a quarter from you. He picks up an empty drinking glass and drops the quarter into the

glass. It clatters to the bottom. You’re standing only a few feet away from him. He makes

several magic passes with his hand and, suddenly, the quarter in the glass moves! It begins to

levitate! The quarter slowly crawls up the inside of the glass almost to the rim. Abruptly, the

coin drops to the bottom of the glass with a clink. Hoyk gives the coin back to you and you turn

it over looking for any signs of tampering. None are evident.How was the trick done? Hoyk

used a long, fine, human hair. At each end was a small pellet of wax. One end was attached to

his belt with the wax; the other end was lightly stuck to his thumb. When he borrowed the coin

he stuck the pellet of wax to one side of the coin—the side opposite your view. With the coin at

the bottom of the glass, all he needed to do was very slowly move the glass away from his

body and the coin rose in the glass. Really, the coin didn’t move—it was the glass that moved.

But the coin looked like it was floating up the inside of the glass.When you know how the trick

is done, you clearly see the fine hair attached to the coin. You see the hair running up the

inside of the glass, over the rim, and horizontally to Hoyk’s belt. Once you’re aware of the hair,

it’s hard to believe that you didn’t see it before. You can see it plain as day once you know it’s

there. With awareness, illusions are just magic tricks that seem obvious. Without awareness,

life’s illusions trap us and distort our perception.In this book, we will describe forty-five traps

that every one of us falls prey to. Some of these traps distort our perception of right and wrong

—so we actually believe our unethical behavior is right. The traps are psychological in nature,

and if we’re not aware of them they are like illusions—webs of deception. Once we see them,

like the human hair in the magic trick, they lose much of their power to deceive us and we can

more easily navigate around them.In all likelihood, the traps we’ll describe in this book helped

to deceive ordinary people and sway them to torture and murder millions of human beings in

Hitler’s Germany. They probably influenced ordinary people to commit mass suicide and

murder their children in Jonestown. In our analysis, these traps significantly contributed to the

disasters of Enron, Adelphia, and Tyco.Let’s look at a company that had a tradition of high

moral conduct that became trapped. In 2001 and again in 2002, Johnson & Johnson was

ranked as the number one company Americans respected and admired. The company’s credo

states that its foremost responsibility is to the people who use its products. It’s obligatory for all

employees of this international company to be familiar with its credo.7The credo was

developed after the well-known Tylenol case in 1982. Johnson & Johnson recalled from stores



thirty-one million containers of Tylenol following the death of eight people. Tylenol capsules had

been opened and the ingredients mixed with cyanide. The company was not to blame for the

deadly altering of the ingredients. Nonetheless, Johnson & Johnson redesigned the packaging

so that in the future the Tylenol capsules could not be tampered with. The recall cost the

company close to $2.5 billion in revenues.8 This case has often been used in textbooks as a

prime example of ethical conduct.Sixteen years after the Tylenol case, LifeScan, a division of

Johnson & Johnson, was raided by federal agents. LifeScan manufactured SureStep, a device

that diagnosed diabetes. The company had withheld information from the F.D.A. concerning a

defect in the software for SureStep. Johnson & Johnson was indicted for criminal charges and

pleaded guilty. The company paid $60 million in fines. Ralph Larsen, CEO of the company,

stated that the executives at LifeScan “cared deeply about the company’s credo.”9 Were these

executives evil? More than likely, they were normal people. Probably, they got caught in a trap

called minimizing, which we’ll describe later.The vast majority of people care about ethics, but

are vulnerable to the traps described in this book. Good intentions are not enough to combat

these forty-five traps. One of the most important ways to guard against corruption is to

understand and be aware of these traps that distort our perceptions.Knowledge of these forty-

five traps will help the individual stay away from corruption. Voyagers who know the location of

quicksand navigate around it. When we clearly identify danger, we can prepare for it and avoid

it. Knowledge of these forty-five traps can give people the awareness that will enable them to

make a difference; it will help individuals recognize and stop corruption at its roots—corruption

within themselves and their organizations. Moreover, knowledge of these traps will aid

individuals at all levels of an organization—from volunteers in nonprofit organizations to CEOs

of large companies.Corruption is widespread. A 2000 survey conducted by an accounting firm

established that 49 percent of employees thought that if the misconduct within their business

was made known, their organization would “significantly lose public trust.”10 We all work for or

belong to organizations. The traps described in this book can erupt in any organization

environment.Three years ago Bernard Ebbers, the CEO of WorldCom, was convicted in a

federal court of an $11 billion dollar accounting fraud. He was given a prison sentence of

twenty-five years! WorldCom was the largest bankruptcy in the history of the United States.11

Given the fact that our society is based on organizational systems and that trillions of dollars

flow through Wall Street, there will always be a need for awareness of the traps described in

this book.WHY DO TRAPS EXIST, AND WHAT ARE THEY?TRAPS EXIST because at any

given moment in time we have impulses that motivate us to act. These impulses are reactions

to internal or external stimuli. Sometimes a stimulus is so powerful or triggers such automatic

behavior that we act on it without being aware that other options exist. At other times, we are

aware of other choices but the stimulus’s effect overrides these potential actions.Social-

psychological traps are similar to fish traps. Fish traps are wire cages that have an entrance

shaped like a large funnel that narrows toward the inside of the cage; the special funnel design

directs the fish to swim into the trap. In the same way, an individual or organization begins to

move in a certain direction. Later, the action turns out to be disastrous without any simple

means to reverse course.1 The essential question to ask is, What makes the individual or

organization begin to move in the ill-fated direction? The forty-five “traps” in our book are

descriptions of the different internal or external stimuli that compel people to begin this

movement toward disaster.For example, the first trap delineated in this book is obedience to

authority. As children we were all primed to obey our parents. Our survival depended on it. In

school this conditioning continued. We automatically knew that we had to show deference to

our teachers. Consequently, later in life, as adults, when our boss orders us to do something



we quickly obey without thinking.If a person of authority orders us to do something that is

unethical, obedience to authority is such a powerful external stimulus that we are prone to

obey the order without being aware that we’re going against our ethical principles. At other

times we might be aware that we’re acting unethically but the impulse to obey is so strong it

overrides our ethical judgment.In this book we propose three main categories of traps: Primary,

Defensive, and Personality.Obedience to authority is a Primary Trap. Primary Traps are

predominately external stimuli. These are the main traps that have the potential to impel us to

move in a certain direction without regard for our ethical principles.Defensive Traps are in a

very different category. Although some of them can at times be included with Primary Traps,

these traps are basically attempts to find easy ways to reverse course after a transgression

has already been committed. For the most part, Defensive Traps are maneuvers that are

reactions to two internal stimuli: guilt and shame. Guilt and especially shame are very painful

emotions. They call into question the positive view we have of ourselves. Defensive Traps are

insidious because they are often very successful at annihilating or at least minimizing our guilt

and shame. They help us deny our transgressions, thus setting us up for repeated unethical

behavior.Personality Traps are exclusively internal stimuli. These traps are various personality

traits that can make us more vulnerable to wrongdoing.It should be noted that at times our

behavior is affected by more than one trap simultaneously. Several external traps can influence

us at the same time, as can a combination of internal and external traps.Depending on the

context, most traps are benign and can have a positive influence on our lives. For example,

empathy is often the cornerstone of good ethics. But in some circumstances, this personality

trait can actually overpower our sense of fairness. Traps can incite tunnel vision. The pull to act

on them is so strong that we can become blinded to other behavioral options. They can lead us

and the people we respect and admire, even whole companies, rapidly down the path of

corruption.WHY THIS ISN’T JUST ANOTHER BUSINESS ETHICS BOOKMANY BOOKS ON

BUSINESS ETHICS for the general public teach values or rules; for example, “follow the

Golden Rule.” But even if we have good ethical values to begin with, we can all become

unethical—trapped by the situational pressures and self-deceptions illustrated in this

book.Traditionally, books on ethics used in business schools or for undergraduate courses

present vignettes of ethical dilemmas professionals are likely to face in their particular fields,

such as pollution, sexual harassment, product safety, and discrimination, which have no clear

right or wrong answers. To solve these “grey dilemmas,” such books usually outline a process

that involves eight to twelve steps based on principles from philosophy. One of the top-selling

business ethics texts includes the following process:Twelve Questions for Examining theEthics

of a Business DecisionHave you defined the problem adequately?How would you define the

problem if you stood on the other side of the fence?How did this situation occur in the first

place?To whom and to what do you give your loyalty as a person and a member of the

corporation?What is your intention in making this decision?How does this intention compare

with the probable results?Whom could your decision or action injure?Can you discuss the

problem with the affected parties before you make your decision?Are you confident that your

position will be as valid over a long period of time as it seems now?Could you disclose without

qualm your decision or action to your boss, your CEO, the board of directors, your family,

society as a whole?What is the symbolic potential of your action if understood? If

misunderstood?Under what conditions would you allow exceptions to your stand?1After

reading a vignette that describes an ethical dilemma, the student uses these questions to sort

out what’s right and wrong—to make the best possible ethical decision.But can ethics be

taught by dilemmas and processes based on philosophical principles? Do traditional courses



and textbooks actually make a difference? It’s clear that students who have received ethics

education, when evaluated by paper-and-pencil instruments such as The Defining Issues Test,

demonstrate increased moral judgment.2 What’s not clear is whether ethics education actually

affects behavior in the work environment.A little over twelve years ago, Joseph Badaracco, an

ethics professor at Harvard Business School, conducted thirty extensive interviews with recent

M.B.A. graduates who had faced ethical dilemmas in the business world. All of the thirty

managers had taken a class on business ethics at Harvard. About half of them worked for

companies that had official ethics programs. Badaracco writes, “[C]orporate ethics programs,

codes of conduct, mission statements, hot lines, and the like provided little help . . . the young

managers resolved the dilemmas they faced largely on the basis of personal reflection and

individual values, not through reliance on corporate credos, company loyalty, the exhortations

of senior executives, philosophical principles, or religious reflection.” The majority of the

Harvard managers had learned their personal values primarily from their family upbringing, not

from ethics courses.3 This study suggests that traditional ethics education that is based on

philosophical principles does not transfer to the workplace.After Badaracco’s study, we are not

aware of any other research that has attempted to link ethics education with actual behavior in

the working world. However, in the past twelve years ethics texts have improved. More and

more emphasis is being placed on management ethics, setting up and maintaining an

organizational culture that fosters good ethics. But what is mostly lacking in books on ethics is

a major emphasis on the root causes of unethical behavior—psychological dynamics. In

business, people act unethically not because of the conflict between maximizing profits and

adhering to laws but because of social-psychological traps. (An emotional investment related to

maximizing profits can be one type of trap.)The history of ethics is based on the utilization of

philosophical principles. The precursor of psychology is also philosophy. Psychology was born

when philosophical ideas were tempered by empirical science. It’s time to acknowledge that

philosophy is the forerunner of ethics and to move ethics into the realm of science and social

psychology.Many of the Harvard managers interviewed in Badaracco’s study confronted the

trap obedience to authority; they were overtly told to act unethically by their bosses. For

example, one Harvard manager was instructed “to make up data to support a new product

introduction. When he began to object, his boss cut him off and said ‘Just do it.’” Ordered to act

unethically, these entry-level managers experienced intense anxiety. If they didn’t obey, they

worried that they would lose their boss’s support, which was crucial to be “a candidate for the

fast track and a team player.” Ultimately they worried about destroying their careers and losing

their jobs.4Let’s look back at the “Twelve Questions for Examining the Ethics of a Business

Decision.” Are any of these questions relevant to the issues these Harvard managers faced? If

the managers had used them, would they have helped? Overall, the “Twelve Questions” would

have offered little assistance. Only question 10, “Could you disclose without qualm your

decision or action to your boss, your CEO, the board of directors, your family, society as a

whole?” is relevant to the resolution style used by the Harvard managers. From the content of

the interviews, it’s evident that how others perceived their integrity was important to them.5The

crucial problem these Harvard managers faced was the intense anxiety that resulted from the

trap obedience to authority. Emotions can bring us all to our knees. Many of the traps in this

book incite powerful emotions that in turn pull us toward wrongdoing.The “Twelve Questions”

would have had no influence over lessening the Harvard managers’ intense anxiety, which

ultimately would have driven them to act unethically. The managers were able to cope with their

anxiety by reassuring themselves that they were still young and their careers were just

beginning. They told themselves they could always find work in another company if being



ethical resulted in the loss of their jobs. For the most part, the Harvard managers were able to

resolve their dilemmas because of this flexibility. They also acknowledged that had they been

older, with families and invested status in the company, finding new employment would have

been less of an option.6 So what about middle managers, for instance, who don’t have this

flexibility, who have spent years climbing the corporate ladder and have a family to support,

what do they do when intense anxiety hits?The anxiety provoked by the trap obedience to

authority revolves around two issues: career advancement and being considered a team player.

It’s important to realize that these issues are two additional traps: conformity and self-interest.

(The trap self-interest has three subtypes: tyranny of goals, money, and conflicts of interest.) A

trap, then, can stir up one or more other traps.In spite of this, if middle managers have a firm

knowledge of the traps in this book, they can use their understanding to objectify what’s

happening to them. A manager can think about or preferably talk to a friend regarding the

nature of the traps he or she is confronted with, their allure, and the possible distortions they

evoke. Through this process, a bit of distance is created between the person and his or her

worries; and thus the anxiety is lessened. Moreover, the awareness that they’re struggling

against several traps simultaneously will likely compel managers to slow down and be more

cautious, alert, and vigilant. Consequently, their deliberations will be clearer. If middle

managers can take the extra time gained from being more cautious and talk about their

anxieties sufficiently, a process called desensitization happens and their anxiety is significantly

reduced. In general, by retelling something over and over people can emotionally habituate to

any type of distress. At this point, the manager is well on the way to avoiding the traps. If the

manager’s anxiety still remains too high, it is best dealt with by techniques of psychology—

skills a psychologist can teach.Psychology can both explain the nature of traps and structure

the approach to avoiding or remediating them. Our book places a major focus on the root

causes of unethical behavior—psychological dynamics. It inaugurates a new priority in the field

that we hope will lead to a clearer vista and fresh solutions.A WORD ABOUT RESEARCHWE

USE EXAMPLES of experimental research in this book to support the evidence for the forty-

five traps. People often criticize research as not being “the real world.” Why don’t we just use

real-life examples from the business world without research? In the “real world,” there are so

many influences that happen simultaneously to cause unethical behavior that conclusions are

pure guesswork. It is only through research, by strictly controlling the circumstances, that we

can take each influence one at a time, without the others, to see if it indeed has an

impact.Moreover, by using research, we can sort out the influence of the situational elements

versus the influence of character traits. The influence of the situation often has more power

than personalities. Experimental research is a system that sets up tightly controlled

circumstances and then looks at the effects of each aspect of a situation on randomly selected

people called subjects. When this process is carefully done, we can generalize the results of

the experiment to anyone.When Philip Zimbardo conducted his acclaimed prison study at

Stanford University (see Trap 17), he was trying to understand brutality that often erupted in

prisons. He speculated that the environment and the “institutional roles” of the prison guards

might be a stronger influence on their behavior than who they were as people. To prove his

idea, Zimbardo knew that he had to set up an experiment that used subjects who had never

seen the inside of a prison. He also knew that he had to randomly assign subjects to play the

roles of guards and prisoners. Using this methodology, any brutality that erupted in the

experiment could be attributed to the environment and the roles enacted.In the same way, our

book is trying to scientifically demonstrate that anyone subjected to particular roles or

situations can become trapped and behave unethically. Therefore we have chosen to spotlight



true, experimental designs that utilize subjects, as much as possible, from the general

population.More than one friend upon seeing the title of our book, The Ethical Executive, has

exclaimed, “That’s an oxymoron!” By describing experiments in our book that employ non-

businesspeople as subjects, we hope to counter this bias and leave the reader with the

message that unethical traps are universal and we all fall prey to their influence.PART

I:PRIMARY TRAPSThis section will describe and explore twenty traps that cause people to

behave unethically. These are the main traps that pull us in; the traps that provoke us or trick us

into illegal or unethical transgression.TRAP 1:OBEDIENCE TO AUTHORITYAFTER THE

SECOND WORLD WAR, scientists were driven to understand the insanity of the Holocaust.

Citizens of Germany had committed immoral acts, torture and murder, against millions of

human beings. How could normal people behave so atrociously? In 1960, Stanley Milgram at

Yale University was one of the researchers who wanted to understand how such a horror could

ever happen.IMAGINE. You’ve volunteered to be a subject in a scientific experiment. You’ve

read an ad in the local newspaper that a professor at Yale University is conducting an

experiment and needs subjects. The experiment has to do with learning and memory. You’ll be

compensated $4.50 for an hour of participation. In 1960, $4.50 had much more value than it

does today. You’re a high school teacher just out of college. You have an interest in psychology

so you decide to sign up.You’re scheduled to participate in the experiment on a Saturday

morning. You have a little trouble finding the laboratory on the campus of Yale, but you make it

on time. You meet with a professor of psychology, Dr. Milgram, who is wearing a gray

laboratory coat. Dr. Milgram introduces you to Mr. McCourt, another subject who has also

volunteered. Mr. McCourt is softspoken and has an Irish accent. With a lively smile, he gives

you a firm handshake. It is only later, after the experiment is finished, that you will be told that

Mr. McCourt is actually an accomplice, a professional actor, someone trained for the part. But

at the time, you don’t know this. You think he is another volunteer like yourself. You meet in a

waiting room around a rosewood reception desk.Dr. Milgram begins by stating that psychology

still lacks a comprehensive understanding of how punishment influences learning.

Psychologists have conducted numerous experiments with animals to explore the relationship

between punishment and learning but there have been very few experiments that have used

human subjects. You ask Dr. Milgram what he means by punishment. The ad in the paper said

nothing about punishment. He replies by saying, “We’ll get to that a little later.” Dr. Milgram

holds out a hat with two folded pieces of paper inside. “I’d like you each to pick a slip of paper

to decide which one of you will play the teacher role and who will play the student role.”
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Linda Busby Parker, “Excellent Reminder!. THE ETHICAL EXECUTIVE is an excellent review

of all the "right" things we know or were taught at home, in school, at church, or that we simply

know deep inside ourselves. What THE ETHICAL EXECUTIVE does is put all those ethical

pointers in one place for us to remind ourselves. I've got a copy close beside me on my

bookcase. I gave my daughter a copy, (she'll be starting an MBA program soon). I gave a copy

to a business executive I know. This is the kind of book I want to keep close to my right elbow.

I recommend it for everyone's bookshelf!!Linda Busby Parker”

Chelsea C, “Good for me. Fast delivery”

CrownMetro, “Loved this book!. This book was required reading for my ethics class. I thought

this book did an excellent job at explaining how ethical lapses occur. The book is a quick read,

well-written, and highly informative.”

fvaldovi_chile, “A must read for every professional involved in management.... Very interesting

and deep approach to ethics and, particularly, to managers' ethical behaviour. It shows that in

order to stay ethical you must be reflexive and self-aware enough so as to avoid the

psychological traps.”

Dr Vijay, “Practical advice on making ethical decision. Good well balanced book on ethics.

Practical. Realism compared to absolutism. How managers really make ethical decision

compared to normative theories on ethics.”

jenny, “excellent. The authors make ethics understandable and help the reader to also

understand that anyone is susceptible to the traps that bring unethical behavior. I wish every

organization had a copy.”

Baker14d, “Excellent book. Recommend to anyone working in the business world. Read it for a

masters course and gave it to my boss when I was done”
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